FANTASTIC-NATURA
Appearance and feel
like raw wood
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FANTASTIC-NATURA

Be inspired by the surface effect with FANTASTIC-NATURA.
The appearance and feel is like sanded raw wood. For modern,
classic and high-quality surfaces with character. The surfaces
are optimally protected and offer years of pleasure, even with
daily use.
The basis of the formulation is based on the FANTASTIC family,
and therefore offers the advantage of only using one hardener
component (DR 4071 or optionally DR 4070) within all
FANTASTIC products.
The new FANTASTIC-NATURA is a multicoat lacquer, but can
also be used as a sealer with FANTASTIC-CLEAR ULTRAMATT
or FANTASTIC-CLEAR in its various gloss levels.

With the multitude of reliable test certificates and attestations,
the FANTASTIC-NATURA fits perfectly into the product family.
- Flame retardant according to DIN EN 13501
- Flame retardant according to DIN 4102 B1
- Test certificate of the See-BG (IMO)
- ISEGA certificate (suitable for coatings with food contact)
- DIN EN 71-3 (suitable for painting children‘s toys)
- VOC A+ (emission of residual solvents)
Ordering information:
Order number
Gloss level 85 ° (Gloss)
Container size

DA 48660 (dull matt)
0-3
5 l, 25 l

With the FANTASTIC family, almost 100 % of all surface requirements in interior design can be covered.
Ground
Natural matt raw wood effect
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FANTASTIC-CLEAR
or
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dull matt

Transparent lacquer on stained substrate

e.g. walnut
stained
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Transparent coating on bleached substrate

e.g. maple
bleached
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Glazing lacquer finish on natural wood

e.g. beech
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Low wood accentuation from ultra matt to silk
gloss
Direct coating with coloured lacquer,
MDF-foiled with raw edges
Classic colour lacquer application on raw MDF
Premium-quality colour lacquer finish on MDF foil
with raw edges and transparent final lacquer finish
Open-pore colour lacquer finish on natural wood
Transparent lacquer on natural wood

FANTASTIC-CLEAR
or
FANTASTIC-CLEAR
dull matt

FANTASTIC-CLEAR
or
FANTASTIC-CLEAR
dull matt
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